Internet Access to the World’s Leading Flight Planning Engine

If anyone ever needed the Internet to help do their jobs, it’s corporate pilots. In the morning you can be in the office. By noon, hundreds of miles away; by nightfall, who knows. But no matter where you fly if you can get to the Internet, JetPlan.com gets you to Jeppesen JetPlan®.

Flight Planning

• JetPlan – providing optimized flight planning for airlines and corporate operators for over 30 years

• Create flight plans without dedicated hardware or software.

• Full 4-D optimization using NWS and UKMO global numerical weather forecast data—saves you time and money

• ETOPS/LROPS compliant flight plans

• ERAD compliant flight plans for European routing

• Robust routing options, including NRP, CDR, preferred routes, oceanic track routes (NAT, PAC-OTS, Hawaiian), GPS direct, airways, VOR/NDB, and airports

• Fuel tankering analysis—tanker fuel or purchase fuel for the next leg of your trip.

• 7x24 Support

• Member of the NBAA Flight Planning Desk—provides you with the latest FAA delay and routing information

• Dispatch view allows easy monitoring of current and post flights, re-run plans, print and forward plans, weather and messages

• Manage route and aircraft databases quickly and easily

• Transmit flight plans, weather and NOTAMs via SITA, ARINC, AFTN, FAX, and e-mail.

• Send preflight briefing packages using EasyBrief—flight plans, weather, and NOTAMs—to crews at remote locations.

• Your choice of secure and non-secure connections.

• Optional weight and balance systems—Powerloader and e-Loadsheet make calculating weight and distribution for your aircraft a snap.

• FAA approved RAIM Prediction along your actual route
Weather

- Global graphic and textual weather information for over 30 years
- Staff of professional aviation meteorologists who create aviation specific maps, and provide customized briefings
- Worldwide turbulence and icing forecast maps
- NEXRAD radar forecast maps
- Worldwide lightning data
- QICP Certification from FAA allows FAR Part 121 and 135 operators to use Jeppesen weather via the web for operational flights

NOTAMs

- Global NOTAM information in a consistent format
- Delivery of all Class I, US D, Military FDC, SNOWTAM NOTAM information
- Robust filtering capability by airport/FIR. NOTAM-type, Q-code, date and time, and altitude